MEDIA SALES:
4 KEY AREAS PUBLISHERS
SHOULD CONSIDER
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1
SALES TEAM
PERFORMANCE
How is the sales team performing? Monitoring the performance of a team is 		
critical. The top 30% of sales people will outperform the bottom 30% by as 		
much as a factor of four.
• What is the size of each salesperson’s current active customer base? Is it 		
growing or shrinking?
• What percentage of sales, in a given period, is new business? What is the total
contract value of new business?
• Of proposed sales, how many were closed?
• How often was the highest price achieved?
Real time targets can have a huge value, not only by giving you a clear picture
of the sales position day to day and hour to hour, but also to incentivise your
sales team. Introducing a competitive element such as targets for performance,
allows individuals to see how they rank in the team, which can be a great tool for
motivation.
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2
TIME
MANAGEMENT
As the old adage goes, time is money. Understanding how efficiently your team
operates is critical for cost-effectiveness.
• How do your team spend their time most efficiently?
• How can you ensure that directed attention to key areas of your business takes
priority over routine tasks?
Minimising, or eliminating, routine tasks such as commission calculation is
essential to create the space to focus on client relationships.
Understanding and nurturing your customer base is the single most important area
of your business, and top sales reps spend around 20% more time on ‘external’
interactions than lower performing colleagues.
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3
REPORTING
CUSTOMER TRENDS
Building customer relationships relies on knowing your customer and then
monitoring and understanding their behaviour and requirements over time.
• How does this year, or this month, compare to last, in terms of the cash value,
space booked, and yield?
• Which advertisers booked last year, but not this year? And why?
• If your advertising is feature-led, which features have been the most effective?
• Are your clients failing to renew a series booking, or cancelling an existing one?
Identifying the interactions between the specific offering you have at any given
time, and the behaviour of your existing client base, is invaluable in terms of
retention. So too, is nurturing those client relationships: sentiment is a major driver
for some advertisers in sticking with your team and your publications.
A detailed grasp of your existing client base, and the marketing strategies which
were successful in getting those clients on board, will give you the metadata to sell
to more people like them. An awareness of the detail of a current or prospective
client’s set-up – when is their financial year, for example – and data on the contact
strategies which have been most successful in the past, are key. Preferred
contact methods are changing, of course, in the light of the pandemic with digital
interactions on the increase.
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4
SETTING
TARGETS
Customer behaviour is influenced by wider trends in intra-industry sector
performance, for example the general performance of FMCG (Fast Moving
Customer Goods) vs Durables.
The ability to create budgets and targets per title, or per silo, and to report on
yield in each of these areas as well as by period or issue, and by salesperson
performance, is critical, and the value of integrated reporting cannot
be overestimated.
Dashboards offer a familiar presentation format here for exploring “what if?”
scenarios and creating flexible reporting formats to allow you to drill down
interactively into your data. So, you can intuitively understand how the business
is performing.
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GET
STARTED!
In summary, the best way to drive media sales is to use your sales data to create
consistent reporting. Ideally a dashboard the team is familiar with. This way they
can see trends before they become a problem and get motivated from wins and
opportunities you might otherwise miss. This empowers your team to grow your
business from the inside out.
For more information on how Pulse Publisher, The Engine Shed’s software can help
with your reporting and analytics…

GET IN TOUCH
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